Recent experiments on doped SrTiO3 have shown that superconductivity is favored by its proximity to a quantum ferroelectric instability, 1,2 suggesting that pairing between its charge carriers could be promoted by quantum criticality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Strontium titanate (STO) is the first superconducting oxide to be discovered more than half-a-century ago. 6 Upon doping, it exhibits dome-shaped superconductivity [7] [8] [9] [10] similar to the well-known cuprates at unusually low charge carrier concentrations (10 15 cm −3 ), [11] [12] [13] [14] dubbing STO as the most dilute superconductor. 15 Since its observation, the origin of the pairing mechanism between its charge carriers has posed a long-standing problem in condensed matter physics, as the conventional Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory of superconductors requires the so called adiabatic limit of electron-phonon coupling in which the characteristic energy scale of the charge carriers (the Fermi temperature T F ) is much larger than that of the phonons (the Debye temperature T D ). 16 STO is unusual in that it is outside this limit as T F 13 K 15 and T D 400 K. 17 Though several models have been put forward, [18] [19] [20] there is still no consensus on the pairing mechanism between its charge carriers.
Recently, Edge et al. 3 have proposed a quantum critical origin for superconductivity in STO. Within this framework, a superconducting dome arises in STO because a quantum critical point (QCP) that separates competing ferroelectric (FE) and paraelectric (PE) ground states generates soft transverse optic (TO) phonons which favor the formation of Cooper pairs between charge carriers by increasing the superconducting coupling constant λ between them at low densities. With increasing doping, the frequency of the phonons hardens, which decreases λ and therefore T c as well, despite more carriers are available to superconduct. The proposal is inspired from extensive work on strongly correlated electron systems 21, 22 such as heavy fermion materials and the cuprates where it has been proposed that competing phases close to a quantum critical point lead to highly collective low energy excitations, such that any residual interactions drive the system to a new phase such as superconductivity.
Though STO is not within the adiabatic limit, 23 the model provides a good description of its superconducting dome and it has received recent experimental support.
1,2
In conventional FEs, the relevant low energy lattice excitations are zone-center TO phonons which break spatial inversion symmetry and trigger a phase with a spontaneous, reversible polarization upon condensation. In pure STO, such transition is aborted by quantum fluctuations of the polarization order parameter 24 and, instead, incipient FE behavior is observed in which the dielectric constant grows enormously ( 10 4 ) and the phonon frequencies soften down to lowest observed temperatures without condensing.
25 Long-range FE order can be induced by tensile stress, 26 oxygen isotope exchange, 27 or cation substitution. 28 At the QCP, the phonon excitations become gapless and at finite temperatures above it but well below T D , 29 quantum criticality sets in generating unusual behavior, such as a T −2 dependence in the dielectric susceptibility distinct from that of the neighboring PE and FE phases.
30
To model the phonon excitations that mediate the pairing between carriers, one-dimensional transverse Ising models with short-range interactions are invoked and solved within a mean field approximation.
3,31,32 Such models describe order-disorder FEs, but do not apply to STO, which exhibits typical displacive behavior, a low-temperature pseudocubic phase, and a transition driven by long-range anisotropic dipolar interactions.
33
The aim of this paper is to address the roles of all of these on the superconducting phase of doped STO by combining a standard model for displacive FEs which includes coupling between the polar and long-wavelength strain generating acoustic modes.
We make use of a self-consistent phonon approximation (SCPA) to study the quantum statistical mechanics of our model Hamiltonian which includes local thermal and quantum fluctuations of the order parameter. 34 This allows us to calculate the doping and stress dependence of the superconducting and ferroelectric transition temperatures (T f e ) self-consistently as well as the doping, arXiv:1801.08736v2 [cond-mat.supr-con] 29 Jan 2018 stress and temperature dependence of the phonon frequencies and the order parameter. Crucially, we make no a-priori assumption about quantum criticality. We find that proximity to quantum criticality favors superconductivity, but, unlike one-dimensional models, the optimal T c is not pinned to the QCP unless very large tensile stresses are applied or large concentrations of Sr are substituted by cations that favor long-range FE order such as Ca, which can be experimentally tested. Our model qualitatively accounts for the recent observation of coexistent FE-like and superconducting instabilities in ndoped Ca-substituted SrTiO 3 (Sr 1−x Ca x TiO 3 , STO:Cax).
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II. MODEL
Following Ref. [3] , our starting point is the McMillian formula 35 for the superconducting coupling constant,
where α e−ph (ω) is the electron-phonon coupling that depends on the frequency ω of the phonon excitation. D(ω) is the phonon density of states. For the soft modes,
where Ω qµ are the soft phonons. Assuming α is independent of ω, we obtain,
where the sum over q runs over the entire Brillouin zone and the sum over µ = 1, 2, 3 is over the optic phonon modes. T c is calculated from the strong-coupling theory,
where N ( ) √ + F is the electron density of states near the Fermi level F , and β c = (k B T c ) −1 . We now need a model for the phonon excitations. We consider a standard model Hamiltonian for displacive FEs with normal mode coordinates that describe local displacements Q i = (Q ix , Q iy , Q iz ) in the unit cell i that are associated with the soft TO mode, the condensation of which is driven by the dipolar force and leads to the FE transition. 33 We also consider elastic strains η α as a secondary order parameter coupled to the primary order parameter Q i .
We write the components of the strain tensor in the usual Voigt notation: η α ≡ αα = ∂u α /∂x α (α = 1, 2, 3), η 4 = 2 yz = 2 (∂u y /∂z + ∂u z /∂y) , η 5 = 2 xz = 2 (∂u x /∂z + ∂u z /∂x), and η 6 = 2 xy = 2 (∂u x /∂y + ∂u y /∂x).
The Hamiltonian is as follows, where, 
Here, Π i is the conjugate momentum of Q i ; and v νν ij (ν, ν = x, y, z) is the dipolar interaction tensor with Fourier transform v
z is the magnitude of the wavevector q; and B and C are constants that depend on the lattice structure.
36 κ is the lattice stiffness; α and γ are coefficients of the isotropic and anisotropic cubic anharmonicites, respectively. e a , e t , and e r are coupling constants between the polar and strain degrees of freedom; C αβ and σ are elastic constants and an uniform applied stress in units of energy, respectively (the usual elastic constants and homogeneous stresses are given by C αβ a −3 and σa −3 where a is the lattice constant).
We now study the quantum statistical mechanics of the Hamiltonian (3) within SCPA. We consider the PE and FE phases separately.
A. Paraelectric phase
In the PE phase the soft modes are a doubly degenerate transverse optic (TO) mode Ω ⊥ q , and a singlet longitudinal optic (LO) mode Ω q . 37 According to Eq. (1), we therefore have,
where,
Ω ⊥ 0 is the TO mode at the zone-center and, within SCPA, it is given as follows,
Here, Note that the largest contributions to λ come from the critical TO modes as the LO modes are gaped by the large depolarizing field, see Eq. (6) .
We now parametrize the tunneling barrier energy between equivalent FE ground states with the Fermi energy and cation substituion.
3 For displacive systems, it follows the Curie-Weiss temperature T f e ∝ ω 0 , 33 therefore we choose the following parametrization,
where F is the Fermi level and x is the Ca concentration.
x r = 0.018 is the Ca concentration above which Sr 1−x Ca x TiO 3 enters a glassy phase which we do not aim to describe here. 28,38,39 b 1 , b 2 , g are model parameters that will be fitted to experiments. While this parametrization gives a monotonous hardening of the TO modes with carrier density as found by ab-initio calculations 3 and experiments 40 , it differs in its form from that of Edge et al. 3 We find that this is necessary to simultaneously generate physically reasonable FE transition temperatures, phonon frequencies, and SC domes at the observed doping levels.
Equations (2), and (5)- (8) are a self-consistent system that give T c (n, σ), T f e (n, σ), and Ω ⊥ 01 (n, σ, T ).
B. Ferroelectric phase
The observed FE order in STO:Ca has orthorhombic symmetry.
28 Such states, however, appear as saddle points in the free energy of the the Hamiltoninan (3).
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Thus, we will assume that the FE ground state has a noncentrosymmetric tetragonal symmetry. In such phase, the two-fold degeneracy of the PE TO phonon is lifted and gives rise to two distinct modes Ω 
where
A is an order parameter which we have assumed to be along the c-axis of the tetragonal cell.
, and A are given as follows,
We assume the same parameterization for the tunneling barrier as that of the non-polar phase. Thus, Eqs. (2), and (8)- (11) give the relevant transition temperatures, phonon frequencies, and order parameter in a self-consistent fashion.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The model parameters are given in Table I . ω 0 , α, γ, B, C, Q, e a , and e t are obtained by fitting to the observed phonon frequencies, 2,25,42 FE phase diagram, 28 and Debye temperature, 17 of STO:Ca without doping. The elastic constants were taken from Ref. [43] . Typical results are shown in Fig. 1 and reproduce well the observed behavior. The parameters b 1 , b 2 and α e−ph are chosen to match the observed QCP in n-doped STO:Ca-0.9% at n 0.2 × 10 20 cm −32 and the maximum T c ( 0.3 K) for n-doped STO without stress. 8 We first discuss our results for applied stresses. Figure 2 (a) shows the calculated superconducting domes upon application of homogeneous stresses.
In the absence of stresses, the dome is shown by the dashed line. Hydrostratic compression pushes the system away from the QCP by hardening the frequency of the TO phonons, therefore reducing the coupling constant as well as T c . This is in qualitative agreement with experiments. 4, 5 Tensile stress, on the other hand, brings the system closer to the QCP by softening the phonons, therefore increasing the coupling constant and favoring superconductivity.
For moderate stresses, inversion symmetry is broken, and a kink shows in T c at the underlying QCP that occurs at same doping level. Optimal doping occurs at higher charge densities though. This is due to dimensionality alone, as we have found a similar result by replacing the dipolar-force with a shortrange interaction. For large stresses, the dome becomes peaked and its maximum is pinned to the QCP. This behavior is in contrast with order-disorder models where the dome broadens and a sharp peak occurs at any straininduced QCP. 32 We note that the trends in T c depend crucially on the sign of the coupling constant e a between the order parameter and the volume strain: for e a < 0, T c would decrease with tensile stress. Such behavior would be observed in a hypothetical superconductor where the pairing is due to zone-boundary antiferrodistortive fluctuations.
Figure 2 (b) shows the phase diagram for doped STO under a fixed tensile stress (σ/C a = 0.51) together with the quantum critical fan given by Ω < T T D .
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When approaching the QCP from the FE side, T c is lower than without tensile stress (see dashed line in Fig. 2 (a) ) and viceversa when the fluctuations become critical. We note that the quantum criticality extends over a narrow doping range. This is due to the longrange character of the dipolar force and the lattice dimensionality: both suppress the thermal and quantum fluctuations compared to one-dimensional models with short-range interactions.
31,32
Similar results are obtained when the QCP is approached by cation substitution. Figure 2 (c) shows the superconducting domes for several Ca concentrations displaying a kink and a peak for moderate and strong x, respectively. Figure 2 (d) shows the phase diagram for x = 0.9%. We find again that, when compared to pure STO, T c increases within the QC fan and decreases outside of it from the FE side. When comparing to recent experiments in n-doped STO:Ca and isotopic substituted STO, 2 our model suggests that the observed increase in T c is due to pairs crossing-over to the QC fan.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have theoretically studied the effects of lattice dimensionality, long-range and anisotropic dipolar forces, and strain coupling on the superconducting phase of STO by combining a standard model for displacive FEs with a strong-theory of superconductivity. We have shown that they unpin the maximum T c from the QCP and restrict quantum criticality to a narrow doping window in which T c is enhanced.
Our model gives a superconducting dome that is narrower than the observed one. 7, 15, 44 This is a consequence of our parametrization of the tunneling barrier with the Fermi level given by Eq. (8) and for which a theory is clearly needed. We expect, however, that our main results to hold at a qualitative level. We have also neglected the effects of band-narrowing due to polaron formation, which could have strong effects on the correlations.
45-50
The theoretical framework presented here and its extensions could provide insight into the intriguing role of spatial inversion symmetry breaking in twodimensional superconductivity at the interface of STO-based heterostructures, 51, 52 FeSe monolayers on STO, 53 as well as possible pairing mechanisms with new collective excitations originated by multiferroic QCPs. 
